August 9, 2016
To:

Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality
Office of Law and Policy
Attn: Kimberly O’Guinn
5301 Northshore Drive
North Little Rock, AR 72118

From: Arkansas Farm Bureau Federation
Mr. Evan A. Teague, P.E.
Vice President, Commodity & Regulatory Affairs
P.O. Box 31
Little Rock, AR 72203
Re:

Site Investigation Work Plan for ADEQ’s C&H Pond Integrity Evaluation

Ms. O’Guinn:
Please find attached the Arkansas Farm Bureau Federation’s (ArFB’s) comments regarding
the Site Investigation Work Plan for the Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality’s
(ADEQ’s) C&H Pond Integrity Evaluation. We welcome and would like to thank the ADEQ
for the opportunity to comment. We would also like to take this opportunity to reiterate
statements made by the Big Creek Research and Extension Team (BCRET) during its July
24, 2016, presentation to the Arkansas Pollution Control and Ecology Commission that
there is no scientific evidence through direct or indirect measurements that indicates the
manure holding ponds are leaking. As previously stated, ArFB’s focus is to ensure sound
science drives the production practices of our farmers and ranchers, and to ensure that
regulatory controls being applied to farmers and ranchers employ the same sound science.
We believe that the work being performed by the BCRET will demonstrate that current
practices and regulatory controls implemented on the farm and in the permit provide the
utmost protection of the Buffalo River.
SPECIFIC
In the third paragraph in section 1.1 on page 1 of the Site Investigation Work Plan
and a similar statement made in the second paragraph in section 1.3 on page 1 of the
Quality Assurance Project Plan: Interpreted results from a 2015 electrical resistivity
imaging (ERI) survey commissioned by the Big Creek Research and Extension Team
(BCRET), suggested vertical leakage from the waste storage ponds and possible fracturing
within limestone bedrock below the site.
Comment: The electrical resistivity imaging does not suggest leakage from the waste
ponds. Analysis of the imagery shows the resistivity in Transect MTJ108 is consistent

with saturated clay and not contaminated soils, which would be expected to have a
resistivity of less than 1 Ohm-m. ArFB contends that the ponds are operating as
permitted and this is confirmed through direct measurements conducted by the BCRET
in the House Well, the North and South Trenchs, and the ephemeral stream. In
addition, the as built engineering plan sheets, found on ADEQ’s website, states the
ponds were built with a permeability of 5.0 x 10-7 cm/sec, which is consistent with
design requirements of the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Agricultural
Waste Management Field Handbook. Based on the facts listed above, we strongly
disagree that the ERI suggests vertical leakage and recommend this statement be
removed from the work plan.
In Section 1.3 of the Site Investigation Work Plan states: To accomplish these project
goals, a boring expected to be approximately 100-feet in depth will be drilled in the
vicinity of the waste storage ponds to evaluate the subsurface and collect soil and
groundwater samples for analysis of potential contaminants.
Comment: ArFB concurs with the Drill Team’s assessment that the boring should be
approximately 100-feet in depth. The ERI shows a maximum depth of 30 meters
(approximately 100 feet) and would sufficiently focus on the area of concern.
Although we agree with the proposed depth we respectfully request the sentence be
reword from “of potential contaminants” to “to confirm the ponds are operating as
designed.”
The first paragraph in section 2.1 on page 4 of the Site Investigation Work Plan and
the first paragraph of section 1.3 on page 2 of the Quality Assurance Project Plan
states: The site address is HC 72, Box 10, Mt. Judea,
Comment: The site address is actually HC 72, Box 2, Vendor.
In the 3rd paragraph in section 2.1 on page 4 of the Site Investigation Work Plan:
Based on pen space and herd movement constraints, the maximum number of animals at
any one time includes six boars, 2,252 gestating sows, 420 lactating sows, and up to 1,500
nursing pigs.
Comment: To avoid any confusion, while accurate, the maximum numbers listed
above are from C&H’s recent Regulation 5 permit application. It should be noted that
C&H is currently permitted for a total 2,500 sows and is operating in accordance with
those permit requirements.
The last paragraph of section 1.5 on page 3 of the Quality Assurance Project Plan
states: Duplicates will also be analyzed by the analytical lab at Ouachita Baptist University
(Dr. Joe Nix).
Comment: It is unclear if the duplicates being analyzed by Ouachita Baptist University
are for soils, liquids, or both. Please clarify.

GENERAL
Comment: As mentioned in an earlier comment the ponds were constructed with a
permeability of 5.0 x 10-7 cm/sec, which meets the NRCS Agricultural Waste
Management Field Handbook and does not take into account any manure sealing.
Documented peer reviewed studies indicate that manure sealing will reduce the
permeability to meet or exceed the most stringent requirements for pond design
including Recommended Standards for Wastewater Facilities. While ArFB believes the
permitted permeability will reveal minimal impact to the surrounding soils, how does
the “Team” propose to account for permitted allowances when evaluating results?
Comment: All samples provided to laboratories for analysis that can or will be used in
any report or that will be used to draw any conclusions should be labeled with random
identification numbers such that they cannot be identified from where they occurred
in the drilling progression. We also request that “blind” samples be provided to the
laboratories for analysis. These measures should eliminate any laboratory bias.
Again, thank you for this opportunity. Please feel free to contact me with any questions.
Respectfully Submitted,

Evan A. Teague, P.E.
Vice President, Commodity & Regulatory Affairs

